Self-publishing Steve: part 1: the dream begins

I CAN remember the precise moment when the idea dawned on me to self-publish a book. I was sitting in the well-appointed office of a senior editor, high up in a Manhattan skyscraper, in the proverbial lap of literary luxury. I had just told this editor about the next book I wanted to put into the world, a book I had been dreaming about for several years. It would consist of thirty one-page stories and thirty one-page essays on the psychology and practice of writing. As corny as this will sound--and I realize it sounds corny--I even had a title chosen: "This Won't Take but a Minute, Honey."

"Get it?" I asked the editor, rather too ardently. "Each piece takes less than a minute to read. The whole point is to tell readers, young readers especially, 'Listen, I know you're in a rush, you don't think literature has anything to do with you, but it does....'" On and on I went, babbling about the resurgence of micro fiction and the eventual redemption of literature in this age of joyous screen addiction.

Then I made the mistake of looking up at the editor. Her expression was one I'll never forget, a rictus of polite horror. It was as if, every time I opened my mouth, a tapeworm squirmed out. I am not blaming this particular editor--she was merely doing her thankless job, which consists of figuring out how she might extract a profit from my meager talents given the prevailing market--but gazing at her face, it was instantly clear to me that my brilliant idea stood no hope at all in the realm of commercial publishing.

Almost immediately, a dark vision seized me. There I was, staggering through the corridors of BookExpo America in a stained trench coat, hawking my mimeographed masterpiece. I could hear other authors murmuring in my wake, "Yeah, that's Steve Almond. He used to have a real publisher. Now look at him, the poor fool."

So, like any good self-preserving author, I went home and wrote the book that the editor wanted. It wasn't an onerous task. On the contrary, the book was a long silly riff about my obsession with music, and it provided me an excellent excuse to stalk my favorite songwriters. Still, I couldn't quite shake my original idea. I kept thinking about it when I should have been doing other things, such as copyediting the music book.

And then one night I went to a reading given by a couple of young authors who had books published by small presses. They talked about the ways in which the traditional, top-down model of publishing--with its bloated marketing departments and built-in publication delays, its insane retail return policy and massive transport costs--struck them as hopelessly outdated. Now that the means of book production had become widely accessible, it was time to embrace the DIY model. Rather than sitting around waiting for the New York Times Book Review to anoint them, they were busy building a...
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